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Across 

3.    Albert's "big invention" imitates a _______ .  
       (two words) 
5.    Ramon Cintos makes Julian sign a paper and  
       counts to ten in this language, which Julian  
       professes not to know. "How will I know when  
       you get to ten?" 
6.    Cary Grant's character's first name in Ladies  
       Should Listen. John Lennon named one of his  
       sons this same name. 
7.    Julian de Lussac vows to wear the same ___ for  
       the next ten years or until he can find out  
       Marguerite's last name. 
8.    Julian de Lussac plays an investor who has an  
       option on some mineral rights in this South  
       American country. 
11.  Julian de Lussac slides across this to answer  
       the phone. 
12.  When Marguerite won't agree to see Julian  
       again, he threatens to ____________ . (two  
       words) 
16.  _____ Westman plays Susie Flamberg in Ladies  
       Should Listen. 
17.  The name of the mysterious "lady in distress"  
       that Julian falls in love with at first sight,  
       although it takes him a while to learn her last  
       name. (two words) 
18.  This is the chemical in which Julian invested,  
       whose uses are to make fertilizer and modern  
       military explosives, to name just a few. 
19.  The doorman's name is _____ . 
20.  Marguerite drives this make of car. 
 

Down 

1.    Cary's character sings this song (four words) 
2.    According to De Lussac, housewives always 
       hurry home to their husbands at a quarter to  
       ___________ . 
4.    Anna is the ____________________ in Julian's  
       apartment building. (two words) 
9.    Julian and Albert haven't been able to put a  
       motor in the "big invention" because of  
       __________ . (three words) 
10.  The setting for Ladies Should Listen 
13.  Julian says to Paul, "Oh don't worry about  
       Susie, our lives stretch out before us like a  
       _____________ . (two words) 
14.  Julian's manservant, Albert, invents something  
       that cleans his shaving ______ . 
15.  "Kiss me, _________ !"  
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